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Citizen initiative in Finland in 

  1 
    PASSED 

  1   
    YEAR 



Recent campaigns: Banning Fur 
farming 



The Open Ministry 

Open ministry 
 
From the IDEAS 
 

   to DRAFTS 
 

    to PROPOSALS 
 

      to LAWS 



Examples of ideas 

Over 400 iniative ideas 
proposed 



Statements of Support 

Strongly authenticated electronic 

Revolution 



Copyright law reform 

Finland darted from 
Democratic prehistory to 
Modern Internet age 

Campaigns getting help 
from each other 

Equal marriages jump-started 
with 100 000 signatures 
on the first day 

2x the required 50 000 



Open Ministry started 
collection of  

PAPER FORMS  

in collaboration with libraries. 
 
To provide easy access for 
people not using internet. 
 
Or not yet accustomed to  
e-Democracy. 



Open Ministry is expanding 
to municipalities 

Open Ministry 

Open City Council 



Sideways to other countries 

Open Ministry 

Open Council 

Open Ministry 
Slovakia 

Open Ministry 
Italy 



Upwards to EU level 

Open Ministry 

Open Council 

Open Commission 

Open Ministry 
Slovakia 

Open Ministry 
Italy 



Politician reminded 
initiative law 
was made by 

them 
 

Meme reached  
301 000 Finns 

that is about  
every sixth 

Facebook user 



Lessons learned 
 
Four campaigns 
1) Pre-campaign for activists 
2) Pre-campaign for public 
3) Campaign for public 
4) Post-campaign for politicians 
 
Barrier to use CI – bashed 
 
Activating people is beneficial 



ECI: 

What does  

Open source 

process mean? 



Open source  
software development  

process 

Active discussion  
about development  

List of issues 

Up-to-date 
Rough roadmap Scheduling  

by time 

Active core  
developer team Source code  

repository access 
Evolving 

documentation 



Would be great if you could 
focus on the process and detail 
what an 
"open source" process mean. 
Might be talking about. 
- list of issues that are proposed 
to evolution 
- what's planned for the next 
release 
- schedule process (eg. more 
based on fix time of fix 
featurelist) 
- reactivity of the "core dev" 
- source code access (trunk) 
- transparency 
- documentation 
 
and might be compare with 
another application? to point 
out that 
1) the community (ECI 
organisers) hasn't been involved 
in the conception 
2) no access to source code 
3) there was/is a private task 
list that isn't visible 
4) no idea on what's next 
5) no technical documentation 
(eg. how to change the layout, 
what's 
the architecture...) where are 
the config files 
6) no public test version 

ECI OCS 
software development  

process 

NO discussion  
about development Hidden 

List of issues 

NO published 
Rough roadmap Scheduling (?)  

by features 

Inactive or non-existing 
developer team Source code  

bundled, no repo access 
ECI orgs or admins 

documentation missing 



Aleksi.Rossi@iki.fi 

@AlekRossi 
http://aleksirossi.com 
https://speakerdeck.com/rossi/open-ministry-for-ECI 

Thank you! 


